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Podcasts

Curious - Search for a podcast from outside your 

everyday activities that sparks your curiosity, rather 

than something you are ‘obliged to learn’

Learning – what has inspired from a podcast that you 

that you can apply in your context?

Connecting – Share an idea you have gained from a 

podcast with a colleague, emphasising why the 

connection was there for you



Podcast resources

Why Do We Seek Comfort in the Familiar?

A rich deep dive into periods of history that 

impact on why we do stuff today!

Search for comedy podcasts – great for lightening 

your mood – who doesn’t like a good laugh!

How to Double Your Reading Speed

https://freakonomics.com/podcast/nsq-ep-30/
https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/b006qykl/episodes/downloads
https://podcast.mindvalley.com/jim-kwik-learning-speed/


Social media

Curious – Using the hashtag symbol and a word or 

words of your choice, search for a community group 

that shares your interest on a social media platform 

eg #Coaching or #MusicAtWork

Learning – Take time to work out the unique 

differences of different social media channels and 

what they could add to your own learning

Connecting – Share something you have learned on 

a social media platform either on that platform or in 

real life!



Social media links

Twitter.com

Instagram.com

Facebook.com

Strava.com

Runkeeper.com

https://twitter.com/cipd
https://www.instagram.com/tv/CM4jWBan8DT/?igshid=186vq9pyzh51e
https://www.facebook.com/CIPDUK/
https://www.strava.com/
https://runkeeper.com/


Learning platforms

Curious - Search your learning platform for a topic 

outside of your day to day habits 

Learning – create a pathway to gain more insights to 

your chosen objectives 

Connecting – Share an insight gained with a 

colleague profile to connect and learn with others



Suggested platforms

Best 8 online learning platforms 2021 to jumpstart 

your careers

Three reasons why the LXP is the future of 

organisational learning

MOOC.org is one example, but there are many more:

Coursera, Skillshare, Udemy, Khan Academy, Edx, 

Pluralsight, Future Learn, Moodle, Udacity, Bit Degree, 

Linkedin Learning, Masterclass, DataCamp, Thinkific, 

Learn Worlds, Teachable, Kajabi, Google classroom, 

Podia, WizIQ, Academy of Mine

https://sites.google.com/site/videoblocksreview/online-learning-platforms
https://www.trainingjournal.com/articles/features/three-reasons-why-lxp-future-organisational-learning
https://www.mooc.org/


Artificial intelligence

Curious – What is AI? Why does it seem so elusive? 

Where do you even start?

Consider human behaviour and your most frequently 

used application (Spotify, Netflix, Google) - how does it 

know what we're looking for? How does it predict our 

behaviour?

Learning – Research the current uses of AI.

How many of these are everyday applications? How 

many are work related?

Connecting – Consider how you could use AI in your 

organisation, and share your ideas with a colleague -

how can you embrace AI and inspire others?



How can I start using AI?

10 best examples of existing everyday AI

Tools and learning for everyone

The best free AI software

7 Ways Artificial Intelligence Is Reinventing 

Human Resources

5 Free AI Tools You Can Use to be More 

Productive at Work

How to build effective human-AI interactions

https://www.forbes.com/sites/bernardmarr/2019/12/16/the-10-best-examples-of-how-ai-is-already-used-in-our-everyday-life/?sh=4099e5751171
https://ai.google/tools/
https://www.capterra.com/artificial-intelligence-software/s/free/
https://www.cmswire.com/digital-workplace/7-ways-artificial-intelligence-is-reinventing-human-resources/
https://becominghuman.ai/5-free-ai-tools-you-can-use-to-be-more-productive-at-work-today-5cf5e887f8c4
https://towardsdatascience.com/how-to-build-effective-human-ai-interaction-considerations-for-machine-learning-and-software-409838d9b358


Focus on me

Curious - Where do you want to take your 

development?

Learning – How will you act on your insights from 

learning at work week?

Connecting - Share an idea you have not acted on 

with a colleague in order to progress it further



How can I focus on me?

Block time in your daily routine for you, some online 

calendars will automatically book time in for learning or 

focus time

Take time to exercise, be it a walk, jog, run, swim, cycle 

ride, the focus on another activity helps with focus on you

Take up reflection through mind-mapping, sketch-noting, 

journal writing or dictating to the voice recorder on your 

smart phone

If you already have some great examples on how you focus 

on yourself, you could share these with others. You could 

add them on social media with the hashtags 

#CIPD #LAWW2021 #FocusOnMe


